Appendix 1. Cochrane reviews of acupuncture and relevant primary randomized controlled trials included in the analysis

Included Cochrane reviews of acupuncture


Primary randomized controlled trials in included Cochrane reviews of acupuncture*


12. Song YJ, Zhang L, Zhou YQ. Observations on the efficacy of electroacupuncture-assisted treatment for resuscitating coma patients with serious brain trauma. Shanghai Journal of
25. Fan L, Fu WB, Meng CR, Zhu XP, Mi JP, Li WX, et al. Effect of acupuncture at routine...


71. Chen Y. Clinical research on treating irritable bowel syndrome mainly by acupuncture with warmed needles at Tiansh (ST25) and Dangchangshu (BL25). Master’s thesis of
84. Xue Y, TianX. The clinical research of the relationship between radicals and irritable


* The number of primary studies exceeds 92 because some trials analyzed in Cochrane reviews had at least two references.